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1. I need to clear the air on my view of Covid19. I get attacked as being

brainwashed, a paid Covid19 fear mongerer, and many more.

I do NOT believe it's just a bad flu. It's NOTHING like a flu. It's far worse. I am a bit

of a conspiracy theorist fan, so I do believe

That this virus is man made and accidentally escaped from a laboratory in Wuhan. I hope to be proved wrong. I do believe

that this virus is incredibly infectious and although the death rate is relatively low, it's not seasonal. So it will continue killing

at average 2% of

Infected people at a time. Not per year as a bad flu would. It has a cunning ability to mutate and find it's way around even

the strongest immune systems, eventually. As it did in SA. We had a very low death rate to start off with, probably due to our

BCG Vacs, but now

Our younger people are dying. Our hospitals are at capacity and overflowing for the second time. Our "natural death" figures

have increased dramatically due to unavailability of hospital beds due to Covid19. I feel those deaths were directly due to

Covid19, as patients

Could not receive appropriate treatment in time. The symptoms and actual cause of death due to Covid19 is not the same

as a "bad flu". I have never lost so many people I personally know, young and old, to any previous pandemic before.

Is Covid19 a pandemic? No. NOT YET.

However, at this rate, if it continues for another year, which I think it might, the death rate may just touch upon that of s

pandemic.

Then we come to government interference in businesses and our personal lives.

I do believe that wearing masks reduces the risk of spreading

The disease. Masks are there to protect others, not the wearer of the mask. It stops the spread of large sputum particles that

het airborne, land on surfaces, etc. Just like any other flu virus spreads. This in itself should teach us a lesson about

spreading the flu virus

Each winter. People die because WE are inconsiderate. We go to work sick. We go to the shops sick. We just spread and 

spread without thinking about the consequences of our actions. Washing hands, wearing masks and social distancing is a
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MUST. Limiting the number of people

At a gathering, is a must. Curfews??? Well, personally I think it's a good thing but not as strict as it is now. Limiting the sale

of alcohol, definitely. Stopping the sale of alcohol and cigarettes, absurd.

Quite frankly, I think our governments, worldwide, are

Panicking. They realise something is off, and don't know what they are up against. The locking of borders makes no sense.

NZ forces anyone entering the country into two weeks quarantine. At a price. There is a market opening up.

If you can provide a negative lab test, why

Not be allowed to cross the border.

The initial lockdown of 6 weeks was necessary to prepare all hospitals. Now we know, typical of the ANC government, they

failed at that too.

After the initial lockdown, all trade should have reopened, obviously under strict regulations.

Is it a conspiracy theory of the world order to take over? To reduce the population? No, I don't think so. It's a virus unlike any

other virus ever encountered and scaring the shit out of all virologists, WHO and world leaders.

This is not a flu virus. It might be family of

The Corona virus, bit not a flu virus. Not just a bad flu.

We are up against something that is ever mutating, not seasonal and slowly kill more and more people.

Now, the question, to Vaccinate or not to vaccinate.

Personally, I won't. No vaccine for a virus related to the

Flu virus, has yet proved to be effective for a long period of time. Hence annual flu vaccines are necessary. Now this virus is

not seasonal, how do we know when to have a follow up shot? 3 months? 6 months? 1 year?

Having said that, I need to visit my children in NZ and if

Regulations state I must be vaccinated, I will be vaccinated. It's like taking the Yellow fever shot when traveling to countries

which that vac is needed for. Or anti-malaria meds when going to countries that has malaria mosquitoes.

I am not anti the vaccine, I just don't

Think, especially after I have had Covid19, that it would be necessary. Also, people think that the vaccine will prevent them

from contracting Covid19. If it works like any other vaccine, you can still contract that illness, you just wont die from it.

My opinion on Covid19
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